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Fig. 1. (Top) Key components of the rectangular 1D micro-mirror (Bottom)
Experimentally obtained frequency response of the micro-mirror at 40V and 50% duty cycle. Point 'A' illustrates the frequency at which the mirror begins its oscillations and Point 'B' illustrates the frequency at which the mirror achieves its maximum scanning amplitude.
improving rate resolution in MEMS gyroscopes [10] , and amplifying motion of resonators [11] , tuning filters [12] and laser scanning display systems [13] . Parametric amplifiers have also been employed in medicine for amplification and transmission of magnetic resonance signals [14] .
Meanwhile, the use of MEMS micro-mirrors for biomedical imaging has gained popularity and several groups [15] - [17] , [37] , [42] , have explored this application extensively. The 1D parametrically-resonant, electrostatically-actuated torsional MEMS micro-mirror presented in this paper is to be used for dual axes confocal or multi-photon microscopy [18] , [44] . A schematic image of the micro-mirror and its sample frequency response is shown in Fig. 1 , while a scanning electron microscope image of a completed mirror is shown in Fig. 2 . Its large tilting angles can be advantageous for endoscopic imaging, providing a large field of view from simpler fabrication processes [19] , [43] than previously demonstrated micromirrors for dual-axes confocal microscopy that did not utilize parametric resonance.
Despite substantial study of a variety of MEMS structures oscillating under parametric resonance, there have been few reported results for parametric resonant behavior under square wave rather than resonant behavior. This is in spite of the experience of various researchers that in applying square wave excitations to a system to cause parametric resonance, the duty cycle can regulate behavior and affect stability regions [18] . Most notably, Ataman et al introduced experimental results for a parametrically resonant MEMS micro-mirror driven by a square wave at 50% duty cycle in comparison with outcomes from sinusoidal excitation [28] . More recently, Maruyama et al proposed a new scheme of scanning amplitude control using the duty ratio of pulse width modulation of voltage for a nonparametrically resonant optical micro-scanner [18] , [29] .
Duty-cycled mirror operation has several possible advantages. Though not all of these advantages can necessarily be utilized at the same time, they include: 1) A capacitive load at a fixed voltage can be driven much more efficiently and with much less expensive hardware by pulse-width modulation than by an analog waveform. 2) Under switched operation, duty cycles other than 50% may result in greater robustness to system variation. 3) In closed-loop operation, control of duty cycle provides a method for tuning amplitude or phase without use of additional voltage levels. 4) In imaging that uses multiple axes, typically via Lissajous scanning, specific frequency and phase combinations can provide more efficient image acquisition than others. Availability of both voltage and duty cycle can allow frequency and phase to be tuned independently over certain operating ranges. This work describes analysis procedures for the 1D parametrically resonant mirror that supports the potential advantages above. For basic operation under various duty cycles (points 1 and 2) the stability regions for parametric resonance are found analytically and by simulation. For future phase control with feedback (points 3 and 4) sample phase behavior as a function of duty cycle and frequency is obtained.
To perform this analysis, the paper initially adapts the analytical Hill's Equation approach to include varying duty cycles. A secondary improvement to analytical modeling is a proposed method to account for large deflection under highly nonlinear capacitance behavior. Complicated capacitance models are common for parametrically resonant micro-actuators, and this has typically limited the amplitudes over which analytical stability or, especially, amplitude models are accurate. For example, parametric resonance results by Ataman et al. for out-of-plane mirror oscillation could only be closely fit in the linear region of a polynomial capacitance description [28] . Rhoads et al. extended systematic scanning results to third order polynomial forcing [38] , but this cannot describe the full operating range of the current device. Linzon et al. used a capacitance model based on hyberbolic sine functions to make predictions over larger deflections of a parametrically resonant cantilever, but amplitude agreement was still only within approximately 50% of experimental values, and again only for sinusoidal operation [39] .
This work takes advantage of comparative simplicity of square wave driving voltages to create an approximation of mirror-deflection from a non-parametric model, which can be iterated with the Hill's equation stability analysis to produce large angle amplitude and stability predictions. This is found to give very close agreement over a wide range of displacements with respect to stability predictions, and better amplitude predictions than previous works at large deflections, though accuracy is still comparatively limited. Analytical solutions are complemented by simulation of the micro-mirror response to identify trends in micro-mirror operation under duty-cycled operation, and identify other possible contributions to differences between experimental and model results.
II. ANALYTICAL MODELING
Parametrically resonant systems exhibit large amplitudes for a small parametric excitation when they are driven at frequencies near 2w 0 /n, where w 0 is the natural frequency of the system and n is an integer ≥ 1 [18] , [20] , [21] . These systems are governed by homogenous differential equations with rapidly varying, typically periodic coefficients [18] , [21] . In many applications, the equations of motion governing a parametrically excited system can be simplified to take the form of a Hill's equation [22] . This is a class of homogeneous, linear, second-order differential equations with real periodic coefficients [22] , [23] . Floquet theory [23] is typically used to discuss the stability of periodic solutions for such periodic systems; however, this method requires a large number of numerical integrations that can limit its use, especially if the coefficients of the equations depend on certain parameters [22] , [24] . There is a large body of literature that examines the stability and dynamics of Hill's type equations in parametric resonance [25] - [27] .
The 1D micro-mirror presented in this paper operates in its torsional mode [18] , [19] , [22] . Frequency point 'A' on the sample frequency response in Fig. 1 indicates the frequency at which the mirror begins oscillating during an upward frequency sweep and illustrates how the scanning angle decreases as the mirror frequency is swept higher from 'A'. Upward sweep or up-sweep simply refers to a frequency sweep from a low frequency to a high frequency in the frequency spectrum. Point 'B' on the frequency plot indicates the frequency corresponding to the maximum scan amplitude, reached by a downward sweep. Downward sweep or down-sweep simply
refers to a frequency sweep from a high frequency to a low frequency in the frequency spectrum. Since perturbing the frequency at Point 'B' could result in the mirror oscillations coming to a complete halt, feedback control strategies, as would be supported by analysis in the final section of this paper, are useful to ensure that the maximum scanning angle is maintained just above Point 'B'.
A. System Model
The equation of motion of the single DOF parametrically resonant MEMS micro-mirror is governed by [20] :
where θ is the rotation angle of the mirror, J is the mass moment of inertia of the mirror, k is the torsional spring stiffness constant, c is the average damping constant and F is the applied torque. The out of plane torsional mode was the dominant vibration mode of the mirror and modal analysis in ANSYS confirmed that the resonant frequencies of other modes were well separated from the torsional mode frequency. The damping constant and spring stiffness constant were assumed constant for the purpose of this analysis. The applied torque, F, is defined as
where N is the number of comb fingers on one mirror side and dc/dθ is the rate of change of capacitance for one comb finger with respect to angular displacement. V(t) is the periodic square wave driving signal and it assumes the form as a Fourier series, as shown in (3) at the top of this page. In (3), σ is the duty cycle fraction, A is the amplitude of the input excitation signal, w is the frequency, t represents time and m is a non-zero integer. Equation (3) was obtained by expressing the following periodic function in Fourier series in terms of the duty cycle, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
where T is the time period for one cycle. Using a square root voltage representation in (3) isolates parametric effects from the harmonic effects [30] . This form has been used extensively in literature for studying nonlinear Mathieu equations and Duffing equations [31] , [32] .
B. Stability Analysis
For stability analysis, the forcing function as defined by (2) is linearized to define a constant, a, such that dC/dθ ≈ −aθ . The process for defining a capacitance model, C(θ ), and selecting a is described in the Section II.C. Given a value of a, and introducing dimensionless constant, τ = wt/2, (1) becomes:
Isolating amplitude term, A 2
and defining
results in a form of the damped Hill's equation for parametrically excited systems [21] such that,
where
Here, (8) is in a standard form from which the frequency bounds of stable oscillations with respect to applied voltage, A, and duty cycle, σ can be determined. This analysis is performed using the Lindstedt Poincare technique [33] , as described in Appendix I. The outcome of this analysis is to produce critical values of the dimensionless constant δ at which the system transitions from stable to unstable regions,
where α m and β m are coefficients from the Lindstedt-Poincare analysis, and the equations of the boundary curves in the frequency -voltage amplitude domain can be obtained for parametric resonance at n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . by replacing (11) into the definition of δ from (7).
C. Capacitance Model
To predict behavior of a specific MEMS mirror using the preceding analysis, a critical need is to accurately define the nonlinear capacitance of the mirror versus angular displacement. In addition, as the analysis in Section II.B relies on a linearized version of that capacitance model, the linearization must be done in an appropriate manner. While incorporating nonlinear capacitance directly into the analysis would be an alternate approach, it will be shown that selecting an appropriate range for averaging the derivative of capacitance produces good agreement with experimental results, with direct solution with nonlinear C(θ ) future work.
First, capacitance of the mirror's fixed comb-drive and a pair of movable comb-drives was modeled in COMSOL Multiphysics software to capture the fringe capacitance effects. The movable comb drive was rotated about the torsional axis of the mirror to obtain the capacitance corresponding to each angle and the following model, referred to as a Gaussian function due to its typical use for describing normal probabilities, was used as the best fit for the capacitance-angle relationship:
where C is the capacitance, θ is the mechanical scanning amplitude and d, b, h are constants and h = 7.21E-15 F. Fig. 3 illustrates the capacitance model from COMSOL and its respective Gaussian fit, though some experimental tuning was done to account for fabrication variance, described in Section III. Previously, stability curves for parametricallyresonated micro-actuators have been derived using a polynomial capacitance fit [22] , but this approach failed to provide a sufficiently accurate description of the 'tails' of a capacitance motion when large angle motion was generated in this current study.
To select a for a given excitation amplitude and duty cycle, given the wide range of angular displacements experienced and the underlying capacitance, an iterative process was used: 1) First, for a given excitation frequency, an initial prediction of scanning amplitude, θ nominal , and a corresponding operational voltage, V nominal , was made. 2) Next, θ nominal and V nominal were used to compute an average applied forceF(θ nominal , σ ,φ) as if the mirror were being operated non-parametrically under differential capacitance, using an approximation of the binary square wave input, as described below, withφ an estimated phase angle for the system. This force estimation is discussed in more detail in Section II.D. Then, (1) was solved numerically to obtain the approximate mechanical scanning angle, θ , at V nominal . 3) Steps 1 and 2 were iterated until convergence was obtained such that θ nominal = θ. In other words, the torque provided at a given voltage was appropriate to the amplitude that would be obtained non-parametrically. 4) Using the predicted amplitude θ from Step 3, a was estimated as the best linear fit of dC/dθ − θ to θ from (12) . (For small rotations about the stable equilibrium, this step could be neglected, with the small displacement a for the capacitance curve, dC/dθ , taken as the linear fit of (12) at θ = 0, and this was accurate for scanning amplitudes ranging from about −3°to +3°. 5) The selected value of a from Step 4 was used to tabulate the voltage, V critical , using (7) and (11), corresponding to the stability limit at a given frequency using the analysis from Section II.B. 6) Steps 1 to 5 were iterated until V nominal from the analytical amplitude calculations and V critical from the Hill's equation analysis converged to the same voltage for a given frequency of excitation. In other words, this ensured that the assumed amplitude used for capacitance modeling in the stability analysis was consistent with reasonable amplitude oscillations of the system at that frequency. Further discussion on why such an approximation appears to be effective is given in Section V.
Fig . 4 shows the analysis process in a flow chart format, as well as sample convergence of V nominal and V critical for 50% duty cycle at 6830 Hz, with an initial stability bound estimate at 40 V being updated to a final stability bound of 48 V for the selected duty cycle and frequency. Additional duty cycles and frequencies are selected to obtain other critical voltage in voltage-frequency stability curves (results in Section V.B). Each such analysis requires less computation time than full numerical simulation at a single frequency, for time discretization short enough to capture the parametric phenomenon.
D. Differentially-Driven Amplitude Approximation
The approximation of the forcing function in Step 2 in Section II.C is obtained by casting the periodic signal in (4) as a differential input,V , over two time periods, or
wheref (t),α m , andβ m are the differential representation of the periodic input and its Fourier expansion having twice the period of the original driving signal. The amplitude of the system is then estimated by solving
whereF(θ nominal , σ,φ) is an estimated average force taken from the average angle of a hypothesized motion,θ(t), while the input is in its 'on' state, i.e. between 0 and σ T , hypothesized asθ
The anticipated phase angle of the response,φ, as measured from the rising edge of the excitation signal, is estimated by the delay implied by the Fourier expansion in (13) and the phase angle of the system (14) at the excitation frequency, or
whereα 1 andβ 1 are the first two coefficients in the Fourier expansion of the differential approximation of the driving force in (13) and G( jw) is the transfer function of the linearized system in (14) . A factor of π in (16) accounts for the change in phase in polarity from the purely attractive parametric excitation to the differential approximation. The average driving force in (14) is then finally calculated from
with t switch being the time at which the sign of the hypothesized motionθ (t) changes, or 
Since (19), (16), and thus also (17) can be solved analytically, and amplitude of θ in (14) obtained by Fourier analysis with (13), the above equations provide a rapid method for estimating motion amplitude from the original nonlinear capacitance model (12) during Steps 1-3 of the iterative solution process. This approximation of the mirror forcing takes advantage of comparative insensitivity of stability margins from (11) to precise driving amplitudes to provide excellent predictions of voltage-frequency stability of the mirror, as will be seen in Section V.B. It also provides reasonably accurate amplitude approximations, and good phase predictions, as will be seen in Section V.C. The amplitude estimation procedure is effective in large part because the square wave driving signal substantially simplifies the moment applied to the mirror as a function of time. However, there remains substantial error in the approximation in (17) , and a lesser contribution from (16) , which can still cause some loss in amplitude accuracy. In addition, the procedure can only be used in conjunction with a stability analysis (Steps 4-6) as it assumes that motion is present to recast the driving force as differential in (13) . Reasons for its effectiveness for stability analysis are further discussed in Section V.B., and its capacity for predicting certain robust operating frequencies is shown in Section V.C.
III. SIMULATION AND PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Numerical simulations were also used to model micromirror behavior. These could also describe nonlinear behavior inherent to this parametrically resonant micro-mirror. In particular, this could further refine amplitude predictions for the mirror. Equation (1) was solved numerically using an Euler scheme to create frequency response curves using the Gaussian capacitance model.
The accuracy of both simulated responses and the analytical stability model depended on obtaining accurate values for the moment of inertia, J , spring constant, k, change in capacitance, dC dθ , and damping value, c. J and k were tabulated using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) techniques. Modeling k as a large deflection non-linear model in ANSYS FEA confirmed that the spring constant should remain in the linear regime for the range of displacements experimented. dC dθ was derived using the capacitance model from COMSOL, as previously described, and c was determined experimentally using the setup described in Section IV. Table I shows the key design parameters of the micromirror taken from the COMSOL model, torsion beam bending analysis of the mirror flexures, and experimental tests of mirror damping. A frequency spectrum was then simulated for the expected frequency response and the time period were calculated based on the torsional mode frequency (determined using ANSYS). The time step and the simulation end time for each frequency interval were adjusted till they adequately illustrated relevant details of the frequency response, with no further changes from finer time divisions.
Since the vertical comb-drives require a disruption of electrostatic field between the combs for actuation to begin [35] , a slight asymmetry between the fixed and movable areas was introduced as an offset angle. To incorporate effects of possible misalignment between the fixed and movable areas stemming from fabrication imperfections, an offset torque in the form of random Gaussian white noise ranging between the order of 10 −11 and 10 −10 was added to the forcing function in (1) in the simulation. A square wave generator provided the square wave voltage input within the code.
Since the mirror as fabricated differs slightly in comb finger dimensions and shape from the ideal COMSOL models, parameters b and d from (12) were manually adjusted to provide a best fit for the experimental response for 50% duty cycle and 40 V. b and d were then fixed and used to generate all analytical and simulation results. They vary by 10% for b and 6% in d from values taken directly from COMSOL, and approximately 9% in b and 1% in d from values that would have provided the best fit at 60 V or 30 V. We believe that the reason for different best fit parameters at different voltage levels is that the Gaussian capacitance model still fails to perfectly capture capacitance changes at large angles, though it does handle the variation better than polynomial fits. The final capacitance model used parameters are also given in Table I. A sample time series during simulation is shown in Fig. 6 , showing transient effects during transition from one frequency to another (downsweep from 6920 Hz to 6900 Hz at 50% duty cycle and 40 V). Also shown is a detail of the steady-state response at 6920 Hz, with its normalized input signal.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
The experimental setup to determine frequency response and damping value is described in this section. The experimental setup to extract frequency response and damping value was identical for micro-mirror dynamics characterization; only the code was altered to extract relevant information for the frequency response and damping experiment. The experimental setup consisted of a data acquisition system (LabVIEW) with a PCI 6115 data acquisition card. This was used to collect data from a position sensing amplifier (OT-301) connected to a laser position sensing detector (On-Trak). The position sensing detector (PSD) was first adjusted to eliminate any offsets and then calibrated. The analog output from LabVIEW was connected to a high voltage amplifier (TEGAM 2350), which was then linked to the 1D micro-mirror to perform frequency sweeping of square wave inputs to the mirror. The mirror was placed on a circuit board mount and the mount was angled at 45°such that the angle between the incident and reflected laser beam was 90°. The laser light source in this setup was a 633 nm Helium Neon laser. Fig. 5 illustrates a schematic of the experimental setup in the laboratory with the laser, micro-mirror and PSD used for frequency response experiments and extraction of phase delay information.
V. RESULTS
The following section discusses results for micro-mirror frequency response via numerical simulations and illustrates voltage-frequency charts to characterize stable and unstable regions. All results are for resonance at n = 1, where the largest response was obtained from the mirror.
A. Frequency Response
Figs. 7-9 compare experimental and simulated frequency responses of the micro-mirror at 30%, 50%, 60% and 70% duty cycles at 56 V, 40 V and 32 V, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the simulated results for up-sweep and downsweep cases and the lines with circles indicate the experimentally obtained frequency response. The scanning amplitudes are the mechanical scanning amplitudes.
As can be seen in Figs. 7-9, the frequencies at which the mirror attains maximum amplitude during down-sweep align well with respective frequencies in the experimental data, as do the relative areas of stability and instability under each Fig. 7 . Simulated outcomes (dotted black lines) at 56V for duty cycles 30% (A), 50% (B), 60% (C) and 70% (D) respectively. Experimental results are indicated using lines with circle markers. Simulated frequencies and amplitudes correspond well with experimental counterparts. Square markers indicate approximate amplitudes used in analytical stability bound generation (Step 2 in Fig. 4) . Fig. 8 . Simulated outcomes (dotted black lines) at 40V for duty cycles 30% (A), 50% (B), 60% (C) and 70% (D) respectively. Experimental results are indicated using lines with circle markers. Frequencies at which the mirror attains maximum amplitude during up and down sweep align reasonably with respective down-sweep frequencies in the experimental data. Scanning amplitudes predicted by the simulations are higher than the experimentally obtained amplitudes, with the exception of the case at 50% duty cycle. Square markers indicate approximate amplitudes used in analytical stability bound generation (step 2 in Fig. 4) . Fig. 9 . Voltage -frequency stability regions at 32 V for duty cycles 30% (A), 50% (B), 60% (C) and 70% (D) respectively. The analytical model trend is in good agreement with the experimental results at throughout the voltage range for all duty cycles. Square markers indicate approximate amplitudes used in analytical stability bound generation (step 2 in Fig. 4 ). duty cycle. For example, at 30% duty cycle, the relative area of unstable region to stable region is small; however, as duty cycles increase the unstable region progressively increases in size relative to the stable region. Furthermore, even the slight discrepancy in experimental data sometimes observed between up-sweep and down-sweep vibration at the highest frequencies of oscillation (i.e, near 7200 Hz in Fig. 8c or 8d) are observed in simulation.
Amplitude predictions by simulation generally provide a good representation of the shape of amplitude versus frequency, such as the concave-convex curve from the peak as frequency increases. Notably, the shape of the frequency response curve was not captured well by other functional descriptions of the COMSOL capacitance estimates, such as a polynomial fit.
Absolute amplitude predictions are best at higher voltages and lower duty cycles, and there does tend to be a steeper descent from the maximum amplitude in experimental results than predicted by simulation. This discrepancy in frequency response slope appears to be in a large part due to non-ideal square wave generation in experiments, which feature finite rise times and some ripple effects, especially on low-to-high transitions. While a full explanation has yet to be determined analytically, simulation with a low-pass filter inserted into the input voltage to approximate realistic power amplifier response shows steeper slopes for the frequency response from its peak. For example, a rise time of approximately 10% of the excitation frequency leads to an approximately 20% reduction in amplitudes near the low-to-high sweep transition at 40 V, similar to what is seen in the experimental results. The effect is less pronounced for higher voltage simulations, helping explain their better agreement with experimental results. In practice, switching circuit settling time is much longer in the off-state than the on-state, which is consistent with better performance at low duty cycles (≤50%), where the non-ideal decay time is a smaller proportion of the off period.
Another possible source of error is nonlinear damping, as the effective damping coefficient in reality is expected to be slightly higher when fingers are completely overlapping then when they are at large angles. This could also contribute to a larger discrepancies at low voltages and smaller amplitudes, seen in the comparison of experimental and simulation results.
Also shown in Figs. 7-9 are individual amplitude estimates made during stability analysis, during the non-parametric approximation to determine θ in the process shown in Fig. 4 . On average, the approximate amplitudes have similar accuracy as simulated results, but there is less consistency to whether they over or underestimate amplitudes. This is likely a consequence of the simplifications made to solve the analytical amplitude, as a single fixed torque on the mirror is used to approximate the capacitive behavior. As will be seen in the following section, exact stability bounds are relatively insensitive to exact motion amplitude, and thus stability analysis tends to work very well even with this level of amplitude estimation error. Likewise, trends across duty cycles are predicted reasonably well, though with some error in absolute amplitude.
B. Voltage -Frequency Stability
While simulation based on the Gaussian capacitance model overall predicts the entire span of the frequency response curves reasonably, the aim of analytical Hill's equation analysis was, first, to verify the effect of assumptions and simplifications employed in analytical derivations in describing the mirror dynamics and, second, to determine how regions of stability and instability change in response to duty cycle variations without resort to time intensive simulation. Fig. 10 compares predicted and experimental values for the voltage amplitude-frequency stability curves of the micro-mirror tested. The analytical model predicts voltagefrequency stability trends quite accurately in the majority of driving scenarios tested for 30%, 50%, 60% and 70% duty cycle. Again, higher voltages show the best agreement, with very close correspondence to experimental results. As voltage decreased, the analytical model tended to fail to find stability bounds at low voltage (<25 V) and higher duty cycles (>50%). This suggests that in order to match experimental outcomes at low voltages (20V-24V), the value of a would need to be more precisely know that could be inferred from methods available; the best fit Gaussian model for large amplitude motion is selected to work best for large amplitude motion, and capacitance modeling from COMSOL can be difficult to fit at very small angles due to finite mesh sizing for reasonable computation time. Simulation results for frequency bounds are also in close agreement with analytical solutions, with the greatest discrepancies with experimental and analytical methods occurring during upward sweeps at low voltages, likely for similar reasons as for the simulation model.
Traits characteristic to the stability curve are also visible in analytical results in Fig. 10 . These include the voltage necessary for starting mirror oscillations, the unstable wedge between the up-sweep and down-sweep cases, and the effect of damping to cause the wedge to round off at the bottom. The area of instability between the wedges is smallest for 30% duty cycle and progressively widens for higher duty cycles. The analytical outcomes replicate a similar trend.
It is worth discussing possible reasons that use of a linearized capacitance model during analysis appears to be generally effective at predicting stability bounds, despite the fact that results were sensitive to the specific nonlinear capacitance model used. Fig. 11 on page 8 illustrates examples of how a varied for different ranges of scanning amplitude. For small voltages (∼20V to ∼24V) and hence small scanning amplitudes (θ ∼ 3°), the relationship trend between the change in capacitance and scanning amplitudes can be represented well by a linear fit.
For large voltages, averaging dC/dθ over the range of motion would appear to differ greatly from the capacitance model, but the behavior is aided by the nature of square wave excitation. During parametric resonance, non-zero voltage is applied during a finite time period at which the mirror displacement is large, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . As such, the amplitude of the force applied is approximately correct with using the average slope (regions in bold), and this approximation proved sufficient for the close agreement between analytical and experimental results seen in Fig. 7 .
C. Duty Cycle and Phase Trends
Driving the parametrically resonant micro-mirror results in a wedge-shaped instability region, as illustrated in Fig. 7 and known from prior works [18] , [36] . The mirror does not oscillate outside the wedge and transitions sharply to large oscillatory motion inside the wedge [18] , [36] . As mentioned previously, if the mirror operates at or near frequencies corresponding to maximum amplitudes, a small decrement in frequency due to potential perturbation can stop the mirror from oscillating altogether. This may necessitate future implementation of feedback control and one proposed method is to utilize the phase delay characteristics to implement phase tracking algorithms. Fig. 12 illustrates the ability to predict phase delay trends observed from mirror simulation as a function of frequency. As excitation frequency increases, phase delay likewise increases, as would be expected from the 2 nd -order structural dynamics. The minimum phase delay is observed at the frequency corresponding to maximum scanning amplitude achieved during the down-sweep motion [18] . To check phase sensitivity of the mirror to input frequency, and further verify the model in (1)- (5), a numerical simulation was performed using an Euler method to solve (1) for operation at 50% duty cycle. While not all data points corresponding to experimental frequencies could be simulated due to an insufficient discretization in simulation code, the discrete levels of phase that could be obtained agree well with experimental results. In general, phase delay trends with respect to duty cycles indicate that at lower duty cycles (30% and 50%) the curves are steeper relative to curves at higher duty cycles (60% and 70%). Additionally, as duty cycles increase, the phase delay curves are shifted higher across the delay spectrum.
Additional useful trends are observed during duty cycle sweeps at fixed frequencies. Fig. 13(a) shows a series of sweeps from low to high duty cycles at 40 V for frequencies in the vicinity of the maximum scanning amplitude. While the global maximum amplitude with respect to both duty cycle and frequency at 40 V is obtained at 50% duty cycle at 6775 Hz, lower duty cycles produce maximum scanning amplitudes at lower frequencies, and higher duty cycles produce maximum scanning amplitudes at higher frequencies. These maximum amplitudes at sub-optimal frequencies are only a few percent lower than the global maximum, and importantly for practical applications, are much more robust at larger duty cycles. For instance, at 60% duty cycle there is less than 0.6°amplitude variation of 30 Hz of frequency variation, while 50% duty cycle amplitudes may vary by nearly 2°over the same range of frequencies.
Amplitude trends as a function of duty cycle can also be predicted with varying success by analytical and simulation methods. Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 13(c) shows scanning amplitudes obtained from analytical methods and simulation, respectively. The analytical approximation for amplitude successfully captures the trend for amplitude convergence over various frequencies at elevated duty cycles, though absolute amplitude is only within about 20% of experimental results. Simulated amplitude is closer, but the convergence at high duty cycles is not well captured, largely because simulation underestimates the duty cycles that are reached with stable oscillation in experiments or analysis. This may indicate a need for finer discretization or slower adjustment from lower to higher duty cycles in the simulated response.
VI. DISCUSSION
From the analytical and experimental behavior described above, several useful observations for duty-cycled operation of parametrically-resonant micro-mirrors can be made.
A. Ease of Implementation
The 1D micro-mirror shows both large amplitude motion and a reasonably wide range of operating frequencies under square wave excitation. This can be useful because efficiency of switched driving circuits (i.e. on-off or PWM) is typically much greater than that of analog circuits at high voltages. For instance, small capacitive loads encountered in piezoelectric micro-actuation are known to consume as much as 95% more energy in analog amplifiers than is used by the load [40] , [41] .
B. Open-Loop Robustness
Since in imaging applications microactuator power is not typically a dominant concern, a more important advantage of duty-cycled operation can be robustness to model error at certain duty cycles. As would be expected operating at 50% duty cycle achieves the maximum scan angle of ± 11°. However, in many applications, such as open-loop scanning for imaging, it may be more important to have a response that is robust to frequency variation than to reach the absolute maximum amplitude. However, as Fig. 13 illustrated, higher duty cycles, between about 55% and 65% for the mirror studied here, show less sensitivity (lower slope) in amplitude versus frequency, indicating smaller amplitude changes with perturbations to the mirror's natural frequency. Furthermore, for even very small frequency offset from the optimal excitation frequency to avoid instability (on the order of 5 Hz), these duty cycles show as good or better amplitudes than a simple 50% square wave input.
As an illustration, Fig. 14 directly compares square wave and sine wave excitation for another parametrically-resonant micro-mirror of the same design. As can be seen, square wave excitation provides greater amplitudes (typically 0.5-1°) away from the maximum amplitude, and negligible loss in amplitude even at maximum. This also means slower roll-off in amplitude as frequency varies from its optimal value.
C. Control Implications
With respect to closed-loop operation, at the simplest level duty-cycled excitation provides an additional tuning parameter for amplitude adjustment when voltage and frequency are static, most likely for the benefit of simple hardware implementation. As a basic example, mirror scanning amplitude can be tuned to a fixed set point by adjusting duty cycle using a simple proportional control scheme implemented in discrete Fig. 15 . Two-axis parametrically-resonant scanning mirror for dual axes confocal microscopy.
iterations [18] . Such a control scheme can take update in as little time as the settling time of the mirror, approximately 0.02s.
Such an approach contrasts with techniques to purely maximize amplitude, providing an alternate parameter (duty cycle) for tuning behavior and in some cases simplifying sensing as well as driving circuitry. For example, when seeking the greatest possible scanning amplitude with a square wave input, controllers for a parametrically resonant system controller would ideally turn on the input at the maximum displacement of the device within a given period, and turn off the voltage when angle returned to zero. In practice, when using on-board sensing, extremes of displacement can be difficult to measure, especially if capacitive comb fingers are also to be used for angle measurement. This is a consequence of both high resonant frequencies and large feedthrough disturbances to sensor measurements caused by large voltage changes closely timed with the critical displacement measurements used for control. Thus, in more conservative operation, some phase delay may be desirable, which can be obtained by operating at frequencies modestly higher than the critical stable frequency at the operating voltage. This allows peak amplitudes to be separated in time from driving signal, making them easier to detect in the presence of feedthrough. Once operating at a slightly sub-optimal frequency, duty cycle adjustment can be used to re-optimize amplitude, as at higher duty cycles in Fig. 12(a) .
D. Multi-Axis Scanning and Future Work
A final benefit of this work is to provide methods to predict mirror response and guide mirror design and fabrication based on desired scanning specifications, including coordination of multiple axes through duty cycle tuning. While Section VI.C. discussed the use of duty cycle adjustment to optimize amplitude at a fixed frequency and voltage, to simplify driving or sensing circuit operation, it can also be useful to use duty cycle adjustments to improve coordination of scanning in multiple axes. Fig. 15 shows a modified version of the parametrically-resonant micro-mirror with two scanning axes, intended for en face imaging in a dual axes micro-endoscope. In experimental testing, the 2D device generally works as if it were two decoupled single-axis mirrors, though there are certain frequencies at which overlap in responses may occur.
Given a limited range of feasible resonant frequencies, such a device is operated using a Lissajous scan. Such scanning is known to have specific frequency and phase relationships that Simulated image coverage of two-axis Lissajous scan (1 kHz:1.414kHz) with (a) preferred relative phase angle (b) 5% detuning of relative phase angle, shows sensitivity of image fill to scanning phase. minimize the amount of time required to obtain a full image during a Lissajous scan. For example Fig. 16 shows a two axis Lissajous scan (1:1.414 frequency ratio [45] ) with preferred relative phase and phase angle perturbed by 5%. As can be seen, there is a substantial difference in the amount of area covered in a finite time, and this also occurs if frequency ratio is perturbed for a given phase angle.
Availability of duty cycle as a tuning parameter, coupled with the analytical or simulation models introduced, allows scanning amplitude to be better optimized even when frequency/phase relationships are fixed between axes and voltages are constrained. Under pure sinusoidal excitation, for a single axis there are only two control parameters available, frequency and voltage, which allow only two out of three relevant scanning parameters (frequency, amplitude, and phase angle) to be adjusted independently. Once a frequency is selected in multi-axis operation, relative timing between axes is adjusted to optimize the Lissajous fill rate, and amplitude is dictated by the resulting frequency and voltage alone. When duty cycle variation is also available, even should voltage be constrained (by a maximum voltage limit or preference for equal voltage between axes), there is opportunity for further amplitude improvement, especially if the frequency relationship requires one or both axes to be places significantly above the critical frequency for that axis. As was discussed in Section VI.B. and Fig. 14 , approximately 0.5-1°of amplitude increase can be obtained by replacing harmonic excitation with square wave excitation and adjusting duty cycle, even without further increasing actuation voltage. There is also some potential for use of the additional degree of freedom to avoid coupling between axes in a single multi-axis mirror with some shared electrodes, for the reasons discussed in Section VI.C.
Future work includes extending the aforementioned analytical and simulation analysis to 2D mirror designs, characterizing sources of experimental mismatch at lower voltages, and implementing phase-tracking feedback control to achieve maximum imaging rates in two-axis operation, ideally using on-chip capacitive sensing. In addition, it is desirable to extend this modeling to more general capacitance descriptions, to aid in design of mirrors with more complex geometry.
E. Disadvantages
Potential disadvantages of duty-cycled square wave excitation of a parametric scanning mirror include excitation of other resonances and loss of torque due to voltage application only at extents of motion.
Step inputs may potentially excite higherorder resonances or other overtones of the primary resonance, although this was not observed in the current experimental system. Meanwhile, applying voltage only at the extents of motion with a capacitance that is decaying with angle means that lower torques per unit voltage are being applied than at certain angles with sinusoidal excitation. However, V 2 being higher throughout the on-period of square-wave excitation helps maintain large amplitudes.
In terms of the analysis, some amount of information from non-analytical methods is required. At the very least this is damping information, while best results require some numerical fitting of the capacitance curve at large angles. However, this is a continuing obstacle for large-displacement actuator design, and analytical methods can still provide trend analysis in the absence of complete information, such as whether tradeoffs in torque from placing comb fingers closer to the rotation axis (smaller moment arm, but larger capacitance over larger angles) are worthwhile.
VII. CONCLUSION
Simulated and analytical dynamic responses have been compared with experimental outcomes for a 1D micro-mirror for use in high resolution endoscopic imaging under parametric resonance for a range of duty cycled square wave excitations. The voltage predictions for the up-sweep and down-sweep stability bounds show good agreement with experimental observations using both analytical and simulation techniques over all duty cycles. Numerical simulations indicate reasonable agreement with experimental outcomes in amplitude estimates, particularly for high voltages (56V). Disagreements at lower voltages (32V and 40V) could perhaps be due to nonlinearities in square wave generation in the experimental system. Maximum scanning amplitudes obtained from the down-sweep case at each duty cycle and trends in phase delays for 30%, 50%, 60% and 70% duty cycle were presented. For openloop mirror operation, when absolute maximum amplitudes are not feasible due to potential instability, this analysis indicates that a duty cycle greater than 50%, for example 60% for the sample mirror, is desirable. Larger duty cycles are found to be less sensitive to natural frequency variation, and maintain higher amplitudes as frequency increases. Duty cycle also provides an additional tuning parameter for phase or amplitude adjustment in future controller implementation using on-chip sensing.
APPENDIX I
To build an analytical model to determine the stability boundaries of the system at various duty cycles, the Lindstedt
